
Moda Blockheads Block-of-the-Week 2017
Block #29 - Juneau by Lisa Bongean
Layered Patchwork oPtion by ktQ, Lynne hagmeier

kt layered PatchWork oPtion
(/) cut square in half once diagonally to yeild 2 triangles

light -  A - (2) 2" sq. (/)
    B - (16) 1 ¼" x 2"
    C - (4) 2” sq.
MediuM -  D - (4) 2" sq. (/)
dark -  E - (1) 3 ½" sq. 
    F - (2) 2" sq. (/)
    G - (4) 1 ¼" sq. (/)
------------------------------
asseMBly
1. Layer A-tan triangles on all 4 corners 
of center E-dark square, aligning corners; 
glue in place. Topstitch ⅛" from bias edge of 
A-triangles with matching cotton thread. 
Center measures 3 ½" square.

2. Layer a G-dark triangle over each end of 
(4) B-light rectangles, aligning corners; glue 
in place. Topstitch ⅛” from bias edge of G-
triangles with matching cotton thread. Make 
(4) B/G small layered star point units.
Sew a B-tan rectangle on the bottom and 
opposite sides of each B/G small star point 
unit; press toward B’s. Make (4).

3. Layer a D-medium triangle over each end 
of the small star point units, aligning cor-
ners; glue in place. Topstitch ⅛” from bias 
edge of D-triangles with matching cotton 
thread. Make (4) layered star point units.

4. Layer an F-dark triangle over (4) C-tan 
corner squares, aligning corners; glue in 
place. Topstitch ⅛” from bias edge of F-
triangles with matching cotton thread. Make 
(4) C/F bias squares for corners.

Assemble block in rows; press toward center 
& corners, or press seams open. 

Make (1) Juneau block that measures 6 ½″ 
square.
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Make (4) star point units
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Make (4) C/F for corners
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